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The two sections of this book are each self-contained long poems, but each page 
can also be read as a discrete yet interrelated poem. Both long poems are also 
related to one another.

The Book of Trees  was composed using a variant on the erasure method applied 
to a source text. Words in this poem come from The Rational Method in Reading 
(Second Reader) by Edward G. Ward assisted by Ellen E. Kenyon-Warner, pub-
lished 1894-1908 by Silver, Burdett & Co., Boston

Men & Sleep was composed using the same method applied to a di!erent source 
text.  This poem uses words from Germs of Mind in Plants, by R.H. Francé, pub-
lished in 1905 by Charles H. Kerr Co., Chicago. 
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Among the leaves a root.

A great wonder awakens,  
great eyes stand open in the wood—

walk through rottenness 
all red to sprain & kill.

In parks, various large limbs, 
wounded growths, woody tissues. 
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Come to the cooler woods 
to paint their assemblage 
bright & strong 
in countless somber tints, 
the color of the entire season. 

Tiny leaves to the light.

Come, frost 
brisk oxygen of countless hues.
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A tiny tree—the first.

Your astonishing search develops. 

Do you even notice the nation’s tree-hold, 
the roots of a knife, 

both of the ground & out of the ground?
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You find a pine tree, 
a floating pine.

Between oaks, 
poplars learn 

the smallest swelling,
the sticky water 

for the hope of their duty :

to seek color 
to learn how. 
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Trees in winter have lost their things 
to give away the secret.

Quite small, you will go completely inside 
further inside 

dark & wholly dead to growth ;

run toward the center 
like a bicycle wheel, 
tough & adding to that hard, 
dark summer.
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How can you complain? 

There are trees.

From a distance, a broad tree is a king,  
the likely twigs & others like that,  

like white crowns,  
big red points,

spearheads buried upon a slope 
from the days of greenness.
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Within men there are also trees—
they carry seeds 
their heaven, carried abroad 
their pods far from home—

trees like cats 
weeping 

such trees… 
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Teeth are replaced with broad leaves, 
warm orange states & lemon trees. 

Such trees!

The leaves narrow, to wind & grow.


